Take The NexT STep!

Most believe that their history is fixed, it happened, and what you are, who you are,
why you are, is mapped into the meanings, patterns, and programs that are now
your deepest Truth. However, this is a flawed view. You have the power to completely
rewire what the past means, and consequently, everything about you today transforms
according to your design, not a random pattern that used to be logical.

I Choose What My Life Really Means!
Experience/Data
Point = Reality

Meanings are both 1/2 f, 1/2 e

Outcome- I want to
become financially
stable and financially
free, independent

1/2 f I have all the tools for success. I
improve my blueprint everyday… with
excitement… w/ love… w/ the solid belief
that $$ is on its way right now. I want to
become financially free and am extremely
excited that all my businesses can be the
vehicles for me and my family.
1/2 e I’m not financially free yet. I
struggle with Fin freedom. Every time I try,
its elusive. I am not sure that I deserve –
on days I do, and at critical moments, I
don’t. … I think that some of my husbands
limitations affects me too. And it should be
hard hard work and struggle… when I try
to create control and a value prop that is
righteous for me, with the diff economy, we
cant get ahead.. NOBODY gets what they
deserve, everything is undercut.

PD - “I’m not
disciplined to get
and stay organized
in my office.”

1/2 f I ‘thrive’ on chaos/I perform better
under pressure/Pulling things together, last
minute, is a ‘challenge’ that I like/I get more
done, in a small amount of time/I am a
‘free spirit’…no one tells me ‘when’ to work
and ‘how’ to do it/
1/2 e This is my excuse for not succeeding/
I’m ‘too busy’ to be successful/I just have
too many things going on/I’ve never been
‘disciplined’…this is my parents fault for not
teaching me this principle/I deserve to be
stressed out…something will fall through
the cracks anyway/I don’t know where to
‘start’/I don’t know what ‘organization ‘
feels like/Organized people are ‘anal’….
uptight/
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Inevitable You!

Design a New Meaning =
New Reality
Even when I am challenged, I KNOW
that $$ is energy. I KNOW that I am a
surf rider and master of energy. While
limitations have blocked me before,
they are now in my past, and every day
becomes more exciting as I tap into
the river of abundance Old beliefs like
“NOBODY gets what they deserve” are
not really true anymore. I know that
as one door is shut or shuttered now,
another door has opened. I LOVE
Zrii, I am scared shitless but feel great
that my commitment to wealth in this
arena is only bounded by my efforts.
Therefore, I work tirelessly and joyfully
spreading health and the messages
of amalaki and Deepak to all my
friends, to strangers that I meet, I offer
them at chance to come to the party, I
create no meanings if they don’t, and
everyday I can’t wait to be ME! The Zrii
chick with integrity, joy, an impeccable
message, and money money money is
flowing to me NOW.
Organization and discipline are the
‘Power Houses’ to my successful
business. It ‘frees’ my mind to know
that I can find something quickly and
with ease. My files are flawless and
contain only necessary documents.
With this, I am more powerful in my
business….providing full attention
to my client’s requests. Everyone on
the team supporting me operates
smoothly….becoming stronger and
more successful. I have a ‘free mind’
as I become more ‘present’ to life and
everyone in it. I see, hear and feel LIFE
at a higher volume! I AM Life !

Live Life by Design

Take The NexT STep!

Most believe that their history is fixed, it happened, and what you are, who you are,
why you are, is mapped into the meanings, patterns, and programs that are now
your deepest Truth. However, this is a flawed view. You have the power to completely
rewire what the past means, and consequently, everything about you today transforms
according to your design, not a random pattern that used to be logical.

I Choose What My Life Really Means!
Experience/Data
Point = Reality
PE – “I have the
power to make a
difference.”

Meanings are both 1/2 f, 1/2 e

Design a New Meaning =
New Reality

1/2 f Speaking of being “powerful” masks
taking action/”Having” the power to…is
safe…non committal/The conversation of
being powerful, impresses people/I ‘have’
the power, but choose not to use it right
now/People are left in suspense, wondering
what ‘difference’ I will be making/I appear
to be important.

I AM power…the Power to create shifts
in people that better serves them. I do
NOT ‘talk’ about being powerful…I
AM powerful. I share with people what
“I stand for” AND I DO it! I commit
to empowering women internationally,
with “micro-credit” loans. So that
they can empower their children and
other women in their communities. I
commit to empowering humans to give
animals a loving home. Others ‘feel’
my contagious power and ask to be on
My Team. What I give is accomplished
with grace and ease. I am content and
grateful for what I have created.

1/2 e I’m not powerful at the moment...I
just want to look like I am/I’m afraid to
try…’all talk and no action’/I don’t know
what ‘difference’ I want to make/I feel
overwhelmed…confused on where to start/
I’m selfish…not focused on actually making
a difference/When I feel disempowered…
this is my excuse for not taking action/I’m
afraid of how ‘powerful’ that I can be.
I miss the boat
in college at the
Greatness that I
think I should have
been.

1/2 f I have had many amazing
experiences that this path (not medical
school has granted). I am not limited to
the type of help I can give people. “Not a
doctor” leaves huge avenues of solutions for
me to offer.
1/2 e I’m a quitter. I won’t ever have what
I want. The grass is always greener. I have
an excuse for not being satisfied.

chapter 9 : Appendices

I deal with bad ass problems in
amazing ways—I come up with the
most amazing ideas and solutions I
have to consciously stop myself from
solving!! I shock myself with what I
figure out. People seek out my help,
they appreciate it, welcome it and
reward it in many ways. I solve real
estate problems and the money rains
down on me. I solve school problems
and watch my children receive the
most amazing educations. I solve
scheduling problems. By myself and
with others I create fun, exciting,
profitable solutions that give benefits
to everyone involved.
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